
Pitch Structures in Anton Webem's 

Second Cantata, Opus 22 

JOE BRUMBELOE 

1j\lebe rn' s Second Cantata i Op. 31, is his last completed 
work. The composition of s Cantata occupi Webern for 
two and a If years, from May of 1941 to December of 1943. 
This piece is Webern's longest work opus r, is 
written for 4-part chorus, soprano solo, bass solo a 
orchestra. 

The Cantata is a serial work. first ro~ sung by the 
Bass soloist movement I been chosen as P , which sets 
C == 0; however, it should be pointed out that Webern 
actually wrote the fourth movement first. There will be no 
concern here with absolute, specific trans sitional 
levels; but if re ""ere, it would have to tlken 
account that webe~n was surely thinking of the P in this 
article as being P , which would mean that Fi would = O. 

Ex 1 s the matr for the piece, with C = O. The 
row is unusu r a late Webern work in that no par-
ticular characteristic. One can see here that it is not a 
symmetr ic row, as were for ex his rO\l1S for his three 
previous works: the String Quartet, Op. 28, the First 

ata , Op. 29 and Variations for Or tra, Ope 30. 
larly one can see in Example 2, where the set types 

of 1 of tri tetracho 
that ile certain sets are represented numerous 
there is nothing re to compare to the derived sets 
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Ex e 1 

3 11 10 2 9 1 
,.. 
::J 4 8 

0 8 7 11 6 10 2 1 5 

4 0 11 3 10 2 6 5 9 

5 1 0 4 11 3 7 6 10 

1 9 8 0 7 11 3 2 6 

6 2 1 5 0 4 8 7 11 

2 10 9 1 8 0 4 3 7 

10 6 .5 9 4 8 0 11 ... 
.) 

11 7 6 10 5 9 1 0 4 

7 3 
.., 

6 1 5 9 8 0 L, 

8 4 3 7 2 6 10 9 1 

9 5 4 8 3 7 11 10 2 

Ex 2 

014 014 015 014 014 

0
1 

3 'i{ 10 "I 9 \/ 5 Y 8 \ 6 

\ / \ 1\ /\ /\ / 
015 015 048 014 012 
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1 0 

Concerto, 24 r the Stri g Quartet, nor is 
there a like the r ively 

first ata; Op. 29. 
The first O"lloveoment of the s eco Cant ata is 

using only P , I a their retrogr The orchestr 
acco animent to the ss so ieh is featur in this 
movement consists mostly of chords built out of the 
hexacho.rds from t-hese rows. In Ex 3 the.hex;3.cho s 
fo In pO and I U are given, labelled here in tne next 
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es as a, b 1 c 06 do Hax a c I i are 

in terms of 
same llno t 

of P and I r are, of course, identical 
intervallie content (in other ~vo , they a e 
er set); and very s ilar in terms of 

pO: 0 3 

TO. 0 9 

a 

11 10 2 9 1. 

c 

1. 2 10 3 11 

itch content. 
sac is 

Example 3 

b 

5 4 8 7 6 Hex rds a/c~ 
012356 

d 

7 8 4 5 6 Hex bid: 
012347 

The only difference between 
B (or 11) of "a" r to 

C# (or 1) of "e". A i3 

between hexachords b 
lar relationship, t cefore, exists 
and di they are th the same 

uno 
t 

r set, are i in pitch content except for 
notes B C#. 

As alre ... suggested, t ace animent in the first 
movement consists t exclusively of verti hexachords. 
In the sence of any orde ing clues, s r is an 

tract feature of a s Itaneity, one must rely on B 
or C# in each chord to identify its serial origin. Webern 
exercises great care his treatment of t B's Clls in 
these chords. In the major i ty of chords, he places the 
unique element el~ r the highest or the lowest voice. 
Another met of exposing these differ iati notes is 
shown in Example 4. Here, the C# ecedes the first chord, 

Ex e 4 (I) 
:It 

[[l ft- • ~ ,.., i:07 .1. 

Ce.\ : 
, .. ~ 
/) " .. 

Hrp: 
:oil 

ile the B follows second rd. The remaining five 
notes of echo are identic in terms of pi content. 
(The Roman numerals included hereinafter in the example 
numbers identify the movement from ~vhich the example was 
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taken.) 
Ex e 5, t , is a t of the pitch materials of the 

entire movement. The first line s measure rs 
reference, t sec line s the serial origin of 
pitches in the solo bass rt, third line s the 
melodic fr nts ich are presen instrumentally, 

rth 1 ne s hex whi e bulk 
of the accompaniment in this movement. (Note that the 
hexachord designation in the solo lines is represented in 
upper case letters rives from t pitch matrix, while 
the accompanimental hexachords are designated with t 
labels first presented in Ex 3.) Of particular 
interest are all of the pali romes, pointed out in the 
example wi th hor i zontal ar rows. The palindromes are all 
structurally relat to the form of the ece. The double 
bar lines shown in the example are rom the score and 

Ex 5(I) 

mm. : 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 3 14 1:' 
Bass solo : Po RIo HB IoHB Ro 
Inst. solo: IoHB Ro 
Hexaehords: e B b d ele d b B e a 

• .. 
mm. : 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 

Bass : I.HB Ro 
Inst. : P. (0-4) RIo (2-5) Po 

.. 
Hexa. : e e die a .. 

mm. : 33 34 30 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 4'1 48 
Bass : Po RIoHB 10 (6-9) 
Inst. : 
HexB. : d e e d a e (alb) 

indicate the breaks each of four lines of the 
ich are art iculated by r itards I 

rests or fermati. In the bass solo the pitches in the first 
section (mm. 1-12) are a mirror imag8 of the notes 
second section (mm. 13-25). TIle I HB in ITl. 12 is typo
graphically misleading--only one note appears as an 
anacrusis before the debar. The bass part in the last 
two sections (mm. 26-48) is also a palindrome, vlith four 
notes added as a ial figure. Similarly ~'1ebern I s use 
of hexachords also forms palindromes. The series of 
hexachords in the first 12 rneasures is a i rome, and 
m.lll. 25-45 form another palindrome. In each case either the 
endpoints of the palindrome, the midpoints, or both 
correspond to the double bars. In m. 25, the int of 
the movement, a 12-note chord is built out of two 
hexachords; a second chord of all 12 chromatic tches 
closes the movement in m. 48, although all of the pitches 
occur simultaneously here, so that labelling the hexachords 
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is impossible. There is an "alb" placed there just to 
indicate that chord's location. 

In Example 6 the solo bass part has been extracted from 
the first movement. If one disregards the final four notes 
momentarily, then one sees that each of the four lines in 
the bass part consists of a row and a hexachord of a row. 
An interesting feature of the piece can be seen by noting 
the registral position of the notes in each phrase. Because 
each phrase contains a row and a hexachord, it follows that 
there are 6 notes repeated within each phrase. Actually, 
as one can see from the slurs, one of the six notes is a 
common pivot between the row and hexachord: F# each time. 
Beneath each line of the bass part in Example 6 the six 
notes in question have been accounted for. The notes shown 
in brackets to the right beneath each line are the notes 
which are registrally invariant within that phrase. The 
remaining notes, shown on the left, change octave position 
within each phrase as shown by the lines drawn between two 
octave positions of the same note. So, for example, in the 
first phrase the B, F and F# shown in brackets appear in 
only one register within the first phrase; while the E, G 
and G# appear in the two different registers shown within 
the first phrase. The second phrase, then, is similar to 
the first in that it keeps the same three notes (B, F and 
F#) in the same register, while it "undoes" what happened 
registrally in the first phrase: the E, G and G# move back 
to their original register. The third phrase is a departure 
in that the B changes register for the first time, while 
the remaining notes are registrally invariant. Now, the 
final phrase sums up, in a sense, what has happened thus 
far. All of the notes which have changed register in the 
previous three phrases change in the last phrase, thus E, B, 
G and G# all change register. Also, the only two notes 
which were held registrally invariant in all of the 
preceding three phrases (F and F#) are also the only notes 
held invariant in the last phrase. 

It is also interesting to note that Webern seems to have 
attached some significance to these notes. The registrally 
invariant notes, F and F#, appear at the juncture between 
the row and the hexachord in each phrase. These two notes 
are generally given a rhythmic value of at least twice the 
duration of the surrounding notes. Also, there is one note 
which has been added to the rows shown in Example 6 D The F# 
grace note in m. 18 has been inserted into R (which 
actually begins with F#). One can see in Example 6 that 
this added note creates another F-F# pair. 

Similarly the registrally variant notes play significant 
roles. All of the phrases either begin or end with these 
four notes: B, E, G and G#. Also, the final four notes, 
which were disregarded earlier, are really a reiteration of 
these four notes. 

The second movement is also for bass solo and orchestra. 
Throughout the second movement the bass solo features 
continuous row forms accompanied by three rows deployed 
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ample 6 
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instrumentally, thereby maintaining a continuous 4-voice 
texture. However I in Ex e 7 one can see that the ree 
accompanying row forms are i rs to s a ree 
it becomes difficult at times even to trace the rows. In 
Example 7 t four rows being us in t ,first 11 measures 
of the piece are shown. The Bass has 1- (the third 
from the bottom in the example). The three re~in 
used here 8re indica by a solid 1 for Pia 
line for I and a dashed line for This ex 
included to clarify the meaning of the following two 
examples. It should be made clear that, other than the row 
deployed in the bass, the rows are diffuse and even 
incomplete, in the sense that some notes are"s r " 

Ex e 7(11) 

Mm. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 10 11 
Cl. 
B. Cl. 
Tb. 

,-D-F#'--F,. ,'.·F· .. ···I-;# 
I • . -Ab.-G I , ., 

I .' ··B· ... ··G· ·····Ab: 2/': '-../ I ., ., . 

{PO)C-Eb~ fD/A~" \ ':.: (I )C··· ..... A... I .' , ,I;: 
Hp. (P. )C#:------E-- .. :~·.. " ...... :C#~F-E: 

Cel. 

Bass (I. )C# Bb '.': D Eb BE,' .' C G# 'A~'F F# G (E) 
Va. ,··C .... D'" 'Eb" 

\ 'fr" "". ", I' 
Vn. ...C--B~·Bb. I.: 

,. ......... 

e For ex 1 t olin m. 5 to 
be counted as an element of all three instrumental rows. 

Example 8 shows the pitch content of the entire movement. 
All 48 row forms make an appearance in this movement. All 
four of the strands of row cycles shown here follow the same 
plan of deployment: the rows are linked by two common 
elements, so that the last two notes of the previous row 
become the first two of the next row. The ern that 
results, expressed in an raic manner, is t P to the 
transposition level n is linked to an I forf at the 
transposition level n+l and In is link to Rn--, and so 
forth. The last row form for all four of these str s 
shO\vn in Example 8 is only 10 notes long. It's as if Webern 

Example 8(11) 

mm. 1 10 16 23 30 34 37 39 45 53 60 

bass Tl RO I; R2 I 5 R4 T7 R6 T9 R8 III 
I O i 6 

-~ 

i 8 - 7 Rll Rl T4 R3 R5 110 
pO RII Iio RIll p8 R!~O p6 -' 7 p4 R 5 p2 

Pll RI8 RI6 ~l RI2 RIO p9 p7 RI p5 p3 p P R.l- RI 

67 

RIO 
R9 
RI3 
RI4 
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felt that the final two notes would "imply" the continuation 
of the next row, or perhaps he was thinking of the rows as 
ten-note rows with an implied continuation. 

Example 9 shows the beginning of this four-part pattern 
of rows through one and a half rows for each of the four 
strands that weave their way through this movement. As 
shown in Example 7, the situation is far more complex than 
the orderly, note-against-note presentation shown in 
Example 9. If one compares Examples 7 and 9, one will see 
that at times these notes are closely associated, and 
sometimes they are not. This example is an idealized, 
note-against-note view of the pitch succession in this 
movement. 

Example 9 (II) 

mm: 1 10 
I I I 

II: 
I 

1 10 2 3 11 4 0 8 9 5 (6 7) 8 4 5 
10: 0 9 1 2 10 3 11 7 8 4 (5 6) 7 3 4 
pO: 0 3 11 10 2 9 1 5 4 8 (7 6) 5 9 8 
pI: 1 4 0 11 3 10 2 6 5 9 (8 7) 6 10 1 I 

1 
0 
0 
1 

A B C D D B C C6 D6 D6 C6 A6 C6 B D6 A 

A: 01 B: 0167 C: 0123 D: 0145 

One can perhaps see more easily in Example 8 that the 
fir stand thi rd success ions of rows feature P and I forms 
whose indices sum to 1 throughout, and hence will preserve 
dyadic pairs. Similarly the second and fourth set of rows 
have P and I forms whose indices also sum to 1, and 
therefore will preserve the same pairs. Alternatively, one 
could take the first and fourth lines and the second and 
third lines of this example and come up with pairs of P and 
I forms whose indices sum to 2 and 0, respectively. 

The result of all this dyadic invariance and the transpo
sitional relationship between these cycles of rows is that 
for every note of the bass solo part, which is represented 
in the upper line of Example 9 beginning on I , there is an 
invariant 3-note accompaniment throughout this movement. 
The brackets above and below the four lines point out the 
first four of the identical pitch collections which will 
hold true throughout the movement. The letters below 
indicate the set types created and their transposition 
level. One can see here that there are only 7 different 
pitch collections, and only 4 different set types, assuming 
transpositional equivalence. The only pattern created with 
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these invariant 4-note chords is t the first half of the 
movement, mm. 1-36, creates t same succession of set types 
as the last If, mm. 37-74, except transpos by a tritone. 

Example 10 is a chart of the pitches us 
III. The movement is for soprano solo, 3-part women's 

Ex 10 

A mm. : 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

51 RIo P9 RI to 
52 Rlg P£ RI7 
A RI£ Pa RI. 

Inst. RIa Po RI t 

B mm. 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 

Sop. 17 R£ 19 

28 

str. II t (0 - 3 ) 1 ..... ( 4 -11 ) IR3(7-9~ 1£(4-9) 

A 

B 

A 

10 
brA : 
ww. 

hrp.1 
eel. 

mm. 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 

Sop Rs (0-7) ~ 
51 (8-11) I. 
52 · R. 1 t1 (0-6) .. (Sop) · A Ra Is 

Inst. Rt t I a (0-6) 

mm.: 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 

Sop. 
str. 

brA 

: I t1 (7-11) Rto 
r::lp~C::-(~8:--":'1""::')""TI"""'p"""'c"""'("""'5"--""'1"""0""'») 

ww. 
hrp.1 
eel. 

· · 
Ipc( 11-4)1 IpC(8-6! 

(11?) 

[P.(0-3~---------. 

mm.: 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 

51 
52 
A · · Inst. : 

RIs 
RIlt P. 

RI. (0-6) ~(7-11) Pi t 

RI.(0-6)~(7-11) RI:a(0-2) 
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chorus and orchestra. The form of the moveme t IS 
dete to be a. type r thr texture. 
Basically, the nAvsll are scor 

Ie t nB's" are for s rano s 
sections are contr with rt s 
succession of rows I 2 common ust as 
sec movement. Ie t 
parts in these II All sections, a also presents a 
successio of rows di rsed throug t texture. 
"B" parts, for soprano solo orchestra, feature a 

ion of contr 1 s, in a 
manner 11 clear momentarily. 

"B" section of Ex e 10 s 
content list Fo 

in stri Dart si ifies a 
of first four notes of It, whi are e#i 
In the sec "B" section, mm. 36-44, It 1 
have a seri origin. first 4 is section 
consist of some segment of a chromatic scale, spaced usually 

thi and sixths. These chords are i icated 'with PC, 
meaning pitch class n ers, '.'lith 
PC(11-4) means B, C, CI ... up to 

C :::: o. For e ample, 

in this ex Ie point out t forn1S in 
anot r t. 

Because nA" sections in this movement are s 
terms of the use of pitch to t 
here 11 on t B sect 

1/2 measures of t first "B" 

se movement, t 
In Ex e 11 
section are given. 

e 11 

Sop ,. .,.. .~ ..... ... r' ... 
I I' 

str € ~(II\ ... 1/\ l- f t· " 1r ,.. 

I r-
(rIO) 

Trp '" 
.~ ww "" 

, 
b~ hrp 

(I1) - c\<l( ce\ ~~ .. 
" .JL .... 

J t;: -v 
~ 

a rat r IIqui kyil c e sed c e h t ev a 
contr structure of this secti , i is in 
four-voice canon. The first voice of the canon 

lar in 
focus 

first 6 
is is 

. , . 

.,... 

II 

/-. 

v,.t 

s t e 
a 

is the 
'" C! rano solo s hOl;'lrl in the t line in Ex Ie 11. The 
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rema three voices answer canon ally, ress the 
first four notes of the soprano into a chord. As one can 
see in Example 11, the rhyt of t answering voices are 
strict, but the contours are altered through octave 
displacement. 

The situation becomes far more ex in t s f 
of this first "B" section. Again, the soprano solo is 
answered by cho s, but the rows begun with these cho are 
not completed, as they were in Ex ell. In Ex e 12 a 
chart of the s If of the first "B" section is s 
The box es r f but re rows 

t sible serial origins of t 
In at r words, the first box stands for the chord 

formed by the pitches B, G, C i and these four pi tphes 
occur consecutively (in some a r) both pU 1° or 
their retrogr esc 

The 1 ines in Example 12 indicate two different ways of 
coming to terms with serial continuity in this sect The 
sol lines icate t echo cou "st r" the 
rows that one would have expected in keeping with the 
pattern of linking in the nAn section. Beneath solid 
line to the left a synopsis of the rows is given h is 
view'. The problem \'lith this view i~ tbat, first of all, 
t re is an extra cno Since the I'-R6-1 9 line occurs 
the voice f only three cords are needed to complete t 

tern. s , content of s sing up 
some of these chords ear in more than one retrograde 

rm. For 3ex , the last shown in Ex e 12 cou 
e her R or -- so this could Ii r 

or I . 

Example 12(111) 

mm. 21 22 23 25 26 27 

Hrp. 

Brass 

Str. 

1°(0-3)-----10 (4-11) 
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The second view I shown with dotted lines in Example 12, 
is that the content of the chords anticipates the rows which 
are about to appear. A synops is of this v iew is shown 
beneath the solid line to the right. The problem with this 
view is that there would be some repetition of pitches; and, 
for the sake of c8mpleteness, one would probably want a 
representative of I , which is in fact missing. 

It is interesting that with these three- and four-note 
chords, Webern has set up such complex interrelationships; 
and fUrther that no single view seems to be adequate to 
explain the ordering procedures involved here. 

The fourth movemen~ is for soprano solo and orchestra. 
The soprano sings P and the first few notes of the 
retrograde of tha~ row which is finished in an instrumental 
part; and then I and part of the its retrograde, which is 
simi lar ly finished in an instrumental part. The rest of 
this brief 22-measure movement consists of three- and 
four-note chords. 

Example 13 shows a table of all the chords occurring in 
the fourth movement. All o~ thege three- and four-note 
chords can be derived from P or I (which are the two rows 
that furnish all of the p'itch materials for the soprano 
solo), and it is even possible to trace rows through at 
least some of the chords; but the focus here will be on the 
set types used. It is interesting, for example, that six of 
the eight four-note chords are 0124, even though that set 
type only occurs once in the row. Similarly, of the three-

Example 13 (IV) 

Four-note chords Three-note chords 

mm. NO sot mm. NO sot 
1 10 11 0 2 A (0124) 3 1 5 9 B 
2 10 0 1 2 A 14 (0124) 4 3 7 8 cO 
5 1 2 5 9 DO (0148) 7 3 7 8 cO 
11 10 11 0 2 AO (0124) 8 3 4 8 C 15 
12 10 0 1 2 A 14 (0124) 9 1 5 9 BO 

18 4 7 8 9 EO (0125) 14 3 7 11 B2 
21 10 0 1 2 A 14 (0124) 15 1 5 9 BO 
22 10 0 1 2 A 14 (0124) 16 3 7 8 cO 

19 3 7 11 B2 

note chords, the augmented triad, 048, accounts for 5 of the 
9 three-note chords, although it also only occurs once in 
any segment of the row. It seems that Webern has focussed 
upon relatively unusual parts of the row, possibly for 
variety. 

The fifth movement features the full chorus for the first 
time. Again in this movement, as in the thi rd, an 
alternation between choral sections and solo sections 
articulates a formal design. In this movement a ternary 

(048) 
(015 ) 
(015) 
(015) 
(048) 
(048) 
(048) 
(015 ) 
(048) 
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ign results: the chorus and soprano solo from m. 1 - 16, 
solo soprano only from m. 17 to 45, and a r urn to the 
chorus soprano s from m. 46 to 60. 

In both the r sections, Webern writes t four voice 
rts rhythmically throu9hout. Each voice part uses a 

ifferent transposition of the same row type. The contours 
of the individual parts are not exactly the same, due to 
occasional octave displacements; however, for the most 
part, the s rano alto are paired a minor seventh apart 
throughout, while the tenor and s are paired at a major 
seventh. 

The transpositions of the rows us oughout ral 
sections are such that e c created is an 0146 set 
type. Example 14 sho1;'1s the entire pitch content of the "A" 
sections of this movement. The e Dar re actually 
represents the entire rano solo section ich constitutes 
the nB" section. 

Because the set formed by each of these chords is 0146, 
one of the all-interval tetrachords, there will be one 
common- tone bet'lJeen any two transpos itions of this set. Of 
course, there be two common tones if the transposition 
were by tritone, but that transposition doesn1t occur 
between adjacent sets here; therefore t t sibility is 
dis 

e 
14 

r oft 

m. 1 RI(O-5) 
A Ab G B Bb 0 
B Bb A(Cft C E 
0""" ~b) C E",\ Eb ( G 
Eb'O \Cft F \E~G# 

1 121 2 

m. 15 P(7-11) 
Ab G B Bb A 
Bb A JC# C B 
Cft) C E",\ Eb, E 
o lCft F lE I.Eb 
121 1 

common tones occur between 
is movement. A line is drawn 

Ev ."" e 14 

m. 8 RI(6-10) 
C, G B Bb F# 

o l A JC# C~Ab 
F C E"\ Oft B 
F# Cft F lE C 

3 2 10 

m. 46 P(0-4) 
B 0 Bb A Cft 

Cft/E1C 0 fO# 
E/ G Ebl0 Fft 
F Ab E Eb G 

4 @ 1 2 

m. 10 P(3-10) 
G B:,\ Fft Bb 0 Cft F E 

A)C#t G# CVE Eb G F# 
C E B Tr f 0# G ~ F; ( Bbl A 
C F cJ E G#IG~ B Bb 
2322121 

m. 50 1(5-8) 
G# E C Cft 

BblF#lO Eb 
C# A F (F# 
o Bb F# G 
@@@ 

m. 54 R(O-4) m. 59 1(6-11) 
Bb B C G# A 

m. 52 R-1(O-3) 
o F# 0# G Ab 
E [G#)F A Bb 
G B lG#fc (C# 
AD E A:J C# 0 

C C# 0lBb B 
EtyE /F C#/O 
E F F# 0./ Eb 

F# 0 Eb B C C# 
Gft) E F~ Cft 0 Eb 
B (G /G#l E/F (F# 
C G# A F F.tiJ G 

2@2{!) Q)@@<D @<D®CDCD 
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ween the common tones. Above notes measure numbers 
the row rm being us are given. Order rs of the 

pitches are shol'm, but not trans ion because 
t re are four tr itions of row going on. Bene 
th notes there is a n rich represents t 
common-tone relationship that exists between 
chon.ls. For example, 1 means that the common is 
between the tenor and bass, 2 means t t it is s 
and alto, and so forth. circled notes represent the 
reverse of the uncircl In at r words, a circled 
1 means the common tone is -CenCI, a circled 
2 means it is between alto bass, forth. 

The first featUre pointed out is that all of the 
common-tone relationships except 2 involve the outer voices, 

the vast majority involve the bass and another voice. 
Another voicing of the 0146 set would have yielded 
common-tones r voices. The s feature is 
that the first "A" section (t e bar in 
this example) differs from the "A" section, in 
the first "A" involves the common-tone relationships 
characterized as 1 and 2 almost exclusively. The s "A" 
section on the other hand, involves the types lIed circl 
1 and circled 2. This is interesting because one would 
expect that this relations ip would De result using 
one set of row segments in the first "A" section and the 
inversion f t e s second. Since the first 
"An uses segments from RI's and piS; t re rei one Hould 
expect that t "A" would use Rls and I's. This is 

rally what happens; however, the second "An does begins 
haP, and it does not exc ively use the inversion of 

the segments f in the first "A" section. 
On the other hand, rn could have just as easily been 

thinking of something else entirely. Thi me hod of 
characterizing the common-tone re ionships here also, more 
simply, characterizes the inte of transposition between 
the chords. For example, the 1 in Example 14 is a 
descending half step i the 2 is an ascending major ird; 
and the circled numbers could also Simply refer to the 
inversion of the interval represented by the uncircled 
number. So, 'li'Jebern rni9 not have been concerned in the 
least about the common tones between these chords, but 
nonetheless, the patterns and reI ions hips discussed were 
the result. 

The orchestral parts of this fifth moveDsnt feature some 
of the most free 12-tone writing in piece. Webern takes 
different segments of the row treats ivically. 
In Ex 15 some ex es of this technique are shown. In 
the first ex Ie the first 3 notes of P forms are used 
ffiu~ivically. In this particular case, the rest of the rows 
begun here are completed, but frequently in this movement 
thes e f ragmen t sst and alone do not seem to imply the 
continuation of the rest of the row. 

One important motive t t is first hea in the piccolo 
part in mm. 25-26 is a high C-B-G#. This motive is repeated 
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a couple of measures later in the same register in the so 
violin, in in a lower register in the clarinet. This 

Ex e 15 (V) 

/) 
<i ~ 

CeJ. '. / J .... ... JtiI" ----:-J---c-
~ 

" I .. 
,2 &;a 

if'" 

~ " \} -r 

Hrp.: 
I , 

--.. " I 

~ 

fl. :It, 
., "7 

'" Sop.: 
~ 

~ 

014 set would be a logical part of the row, as an 014 occurs 
5 times in the row; however, this particular ordering, 
C-B-G#, never occurs in any row. Another example of this 
moti ve is the second part of Ex Ie 15. Here, three 
different linear presentations of the C-B-G' motive in 
different tr itions occur-- none of which occur in any 
rov'l. It is interesting that the three chords formed by 
these motives are also ex es of this 014 motive. 

The sixth final movement is a strict four-part poly-
metric canon. The four choral voices are the four voices of 
the canon, and the orchestra is used only to double these 
four voices. The four voice rts change meter frequently, 
each part foIl the same pattern of meter changes, but 
because they enter at different times, t barlines do not 
coincide. The changes in meter seem to be a textual 
consideration, because the metric accents are made to agree 
with the poetic accents. The whole movement is repeated 
exactly three times. 

Example 16 shows the row succession as well as the in
strumental doubling. One can see here that there are really 
only two successions of pitches, since the soprano is a 
retrograde of the s, and t alto is a retrograde of the 
tenor. Or, if one wants to consider transposed inversions, 
then actually all of the parts could be rived from anyone 
of the parts. Further, one can see that each of the parts 

a "designated" doubling. The soprano is doubled by 
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Ex 

rehearsal: A B 
I 
I 
I 

C 
I 

s [h] I 

(Db) ----__fl( Vin I )-;-----------t-~K Db »)----

A (g [Q m 
(Yn II)-~----~~Cl)----~---__fI(Tp)--~--~'(Cl)--

T [EJ []L] ffiL] 
(Va)----4----_4I(Sx)-------4-_4I(Hn)---------r_41<Va)-------

B fQ m 
(B.Cl)-------~r<Vc)---_4I(Tb)-L-------

rehearsal: o E 
I I 
J I 
• I 

I(Vn I)~(Db)-------------'I-4I<Vn 1)---4 
s [ill 

J I 
A J I 

----------11 ( Tp ) ----+-----il< Vn I I ) -----il ( Cl ) +-----4 

T 
--------~f(Sx)___;(Hn)~----~I(Va)-------+~ 

B [El 
--------iI(Vc)-------~-~f{Tb)------4'(B.Cl)---~---~f{Vc)____4 

ether oe or first violin the alto s violi , 
clarinet or trumpet; and so forth. 

Although there is no serialization in this trumental 
doubling, there are perhaps serial ications in reserving 
a certain set of instruments to be used for a melodic line 
in this way. 

This is most unusual movement in a couple of ways. 
The complex metric scheme and doubling scheme is unique. 

0, this is the only t in his career Webern ever 
set a text strophically, at least among his works with opus 

s. 
In Ex 

proportion 
Ie 17 some 
in Webern's 

interesting features 
s Cantata are s 

Ex 

Movt. mm. 12n temQi 

I. 48 12 x 4 t = 158 
II. 74 12 x 5 ( + 2) 0 = 42 
III. 59 12 x 5 ( - 1 ) 5 = 158 
IV. 23 12 x 2 ( - 1) = 158 
V. 50 12 x 5 t = 55 
VI. 24 12 x 2 J = 158 

total 288 12 x 24 

concerning 
On t 

'158/n 

15811 
158/4 
158/1 
158/1 
158/3 
158/1 
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left the Ie th in measures of each of the movements is 
given. One can see there that the number of measures 
each movement is a simple multiple of ttilel ve, or very close. 
The score lists the fourth movement as being 22 measures 
long, but for some reason beg numbering measures with the 
seco measure. This has been corrected here, the 
result is that the total number of measures in the entire 
piece is 288, or 12 X 24. 

On the right Ex e 17 the 
movements is listed. One can see t 
are simple fractions of 168, which 

tempi for each of the 
t all of these tempi 

turn is 12 X 14. 


